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Abstract
Maintaining computer security in an organization requires navigating a thorny landscape of adversaries,
devices, and systems. As organizations grow more
complex, integrating remote workers and networked,
third-party tools, security risks multiply, and become
more difficult to fully comprehend. News organizations are exemplary of this type of risk-laden workplace, as they combine the technical and complexity
issues typical of bureaucratic systems with the creative, autonomous decision-making of journalists. As
more industries face changing labor models, shifting
to remote workers and building more of their computing needs on third-party platforms, journalists can
serve as a critical early-warning population, a canaryin-the-coal-mine look at the management of cybersecurity in the future of work. As a first step towards
building our social-science-based research, we took
from organization theory the literature on sensemaking, to study how journalists who work in organizations “make sense” of cybersecurity. After analyzing
interviews with a range of journalists with diverse
priorities and obligations, and testing for an array of
sensemaking frameworks, we found fragmented sensemaking to be pervasive. This is a hazardous condition
for security in a networked organization, because such
a framework correlates with misaligned and scattered
behaviors. We conclude with a discussion of questions that emerged during this study, and propose
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next steps in research.

1

Introduction

Journalists and their organizations are high-value
targets for attacks on their computer security, subject to a wide range of threats including phishing,
cyberspying, and surveillance [49, 22, 1, 32]. As individuals networked together via tools of digital collaboration, including third-party document-sharing
applications, cloud storage, institutional email, and
content-management systems, the security behaviors
of any single journalist can impact other members of
their working teams and their larger organizations.
Yet, our prior research [33, 34] found that journalists in such groups display asymmetry in their security behaviors, even those within established organizations. Creative, autonomous individuals bring a
diverse set of obligations, motivations, and workflows
into their organizations with them. Helping news
institutions create effective group security practices
is, then, a complex project. With the goal of drafting recommendations for these groups, we sought a
framework to analyze the challenges of group-based
thinking. The literature on sensemaking, in organization theory, provided a way to analyze how a group
encounters and manages complex, dynamic issues like
computer security.
In chaotic, dynamic situations, people must “make

sense” of events. Sensemaking is a two-step process.
First, a group engages in discussion and informationsharing to graft meaning onto unanticipated, complex, or chaotic experiences. This is what happens
when people have conversations, meetings, and brainstorming sessions. Second, the group then deploys
these structures of meaning to make decisions about
behaviors [28]. This can look like drafting strategy
memos, conducting at-work training modules, and
generally making recommendations for action [28].
While sensemaking is performed by any group working together to achieve a collective goal, we focus here
on organizational sensemaking.
Maintaining computer security is well-suited for
the sensemaking framework; it is a novel, difficultto-comprehend, unanticipated, and influential situation [44]. We have chosen a sensemaking framework
to build a foundation for studying how groups perform collective decision-making on cybersecurity. We
are particularly interested in heterogenous groups,
whose members hold diverse obligations, motivations,
and workflows.
Prior research [9, 50] used the sensemaking framework to examine how cybersecurity is managed in
groupwork. Understudied, however, is how diverse
motivations, obligations, workflows, and priorities
within the group impact sensemaking processes. We
have a specific interest in the findings of this research,
because of its implications for a variety of industries
changing their labor practices, in what is broadly referred to as the “Future of Work” [8]. This shift
in labor practices presents challenges to the maintenance of cybersecurity in networked organizations,
especially those built atop third-party computing services. Adding more complexity to such issues are
the surveillance economics underpinning many thirdparty communication tools, which may undermine organizational efforts to protect information.
Our work contributes granular insight, by documenting the sensemaking produced by diverse groups.
Such groups will only become more common in organizations across industries, as more companies shift
from traditional employment contracts to contingent,
project-based, labor [8]. The portion of Americans
holding contingent jobs increased from 10.1% in 2005
to 15.8% in late 2015 [26].

We used a framework for sensemaking in diverse
groups to test journalists for one of four sensemaking
types: guided, restricted, fragmented, and minimal.
These four categories of sensemaking were first documented by organizational scholar Sally Maitlis, in
her studies of working symphonies [30] and their collective decision-making processes. In designing our
research, we were interested in cataloguing attributes
of the organizational cybersecurity environment journalists face, to build a foundation for a body of research on this and other organizational actors.
First, we were interested in whether journalists
are given cybersecurity instruction or training by
their organizations (called “sensegiving”). Second,
we were interested in how journalists create cognitive
models of the tools and technical systems with which
they engage, specifically who in their organizations
they rely upon for guidance in times of ambiguity
and uncertainty.
We conducted in-depth interviews with journalists about their computer security and information
management practices in their professional work, and
found that fewer than one-quarter of them had been
instruction or guidance in security practices by their
institutions. In the vacuum of sensegiving efforts on
the part of organizations, we found that journalists
actively engage in ad-hoc, individualized judgments,
most closely resembling “fragmented sensemaking”,
in which many individuals concurrently make scattered, asymmetrical attempts to make sense of a
chaotic situation [30]. A hazardous approach to computer security in a networked organization, such misaligned responses to attacks like spearphishing can
create dangerous vulnerabilities. When considering
that organizations, both private and state, are large
scale custodians of data on citizens, it becomes clear
that the practices by which they manage that information must be considered in larger social, legal, and
policy discussions.

2

Related Work

In this section, we offer an overview of digital security
threats to journalists, and an overview of prior work
in the organizational literature on sensemaking.

2.1

Security and Privacy Issues in of individuals perform sensemaking collectively to respond to a crisis [29, 30, 53, 52], or examining the
Journalism

Journalists and their organizations are subject to
a range of security threats and attacks, including
surveillance, spyware and malware, phishing, compromised user accounts, website defacement, and exploitation [23].
While the media’s coverage of these issues often
focuses on nation-state legal or technical attacks
(e.g., [40, 39]), evidence suggests that less sophisticated attacks against journalists, such as phishing [22, 1] and exploitation [32], are both commonplace and on the rise [31, 25].
Due to falling revenues and increasingly powerful
tools of collaboration and communication, news institutions in recent years have become more spatially
distributed, structurally reorganized, and dependent
on digital platforms across tasks of reporting, publishing, and measuring performance [6, 19, 47, 16].
Together with journalism’s professional norms,
these changes present a unique set of social, cognitive, and technical pressures on how work is conducted. Newsrooms are built to respect journalistic
autonomy, especially in how reporters choose to communicate with their sources. This manifests in journalists being forced to maintain highly professional
levels of skill in their technology choices, yet without any training or direction from their newsrooms:
a ”liquid” workflow simultaneously institutional and
entrepreneurial [15, 14]. The professional norm of
journalistic autonomy has been structurally codified
as a pervasive failure on the part of newsrooms to
provide technological (in this instance, cybersecurity)
training or support.

methods and tactics a leader uses to spearhead a
group response [17, 53, 52].

2.3

Motivation: Sensemaking in Heterogeneous Groups

Missing from the literature on organizational sensemaking is an analysis of the influence wielded by
stakeholders holding diverse priorities and motivations. The journalists we interviewed provided an
appropriate population to test for such patterns, as
prior research [33, 34] had already documented their
widely divergent practices, priorities, and interests.
Research on organizational sensemaking has found
are four disparate patterns of sensemaking in groups
of diverse stakeholders [30]:
• Guided: high-level managers engage in sensegiving to lower-level employees, and those employees participate in sensemaking between each
other.
• Restricted:
manager-only sensegiving, with
strict controls on low-level employee activity.
• Minimal: little sensegiving or sensemaking on
any stakeholders’ part.
• Fragmented: little sensegiving activity from
managers but animated activity between lowlevel employees.
A key gap is the lack of research on the motivations and priorities of lower-level stakeholders contending with an absence of leadership: while Maitlis’
work [30] includes observations about the interests of
high-level managers doing sensegiving, she does not
document whether lower-level employees are equally
diverse in their thinking. This led to our research
2.2 Sensemaking
question:
Sensemaking has received increasing attention in the
What type of security sensemaking is proHCI community in recent years [3, 7, 38, 37, 41, 36, duced by an organizational group of diverse
21], borrowing from a range of disciplines includ- stakeholders, in vacuum of leadership?
ing psychology [28, 27], information and library sciThis note represents early research, laying the
ence [13], pedagogy and teaching [5], and organiza- foundation for future explorations of work groups
tional science [30, 51, 53].
that resemble the stakeholder makeup of journalism
In organizational science, literature can be roughly – groups that are diverse, creative, and autonomous
grouped into two categories: analyses of how a group in their workflows. Because this type of group will

increase in prevalence as more organizations shift to
remote workers, as well as freelance, gig, and contract
workers, it is critically important that we grasp the
social structures which drive their security sensemaking and behaviors. The National Security Administration, it has been revealed, relies heavily on contract workers. Steve Aftergood, an intelligence analyst at the Federation of American Scientists, commented in 2013 ”theres been a tremendous surge in
contractor reliance, post-9/11” [4].

3

Methodology

We conducted in-depth, semi-structured interviews
with 27 journalists about their computer security and
information management practices in their professional work. We presented other analyses of these
interviews in complementary work [34, 33]; the analysis we present here is novel.

3.1

Participants and Ethical Considerations

Our participants were employees of journalistic institutions whose primary job role could be characterized in at least one of the three categories: individual reporter, supervising (higher-level) editor, and
IT professional. Journalists were not freelance, and
directly employed by well-respected journalistic institutions. Journalists’ primary coverage areas included
investigative reporting, metropolitan beats, criminal
justice, veteran’s affairs and international reporting.
Twelve participants were women and seventeen were
men.
Participants were recruited via the authors’ existing connections to journalistic institutions, usually
via verbal or email contact with a staff member. Most
participants were from the United States, while nine
interviews were conducted in France with journalists
from French and U.S. journalistic institutions. Interviews were mostly in-person, with a small portion
on Skype, between November 2014 through February
2015. The entire protocol was IRB approved. Because of the potentially sensitive nature of the topic
and participants, we removed all identifying informa-

tion about both the journalists and their institutions
during the transcription process. We explicitly asked
participants not to tell us any specific or identifying
information about sensitive sources or stories. Further, all data was encrypted locally before uploading
to any third-party platforms, whether via email or
cloud services.

3.2

Interview Script

While our interviews consisted of a range of questions about journalists’ tools and practices, for this
study, we focused on answers to the following specific
questions:
• “Has anyone ever recommended that you use
particular security technologies?”
• “Is there a resource in your organization you can
go to for help?” If affirmative, the above was
followed by:
• “Is that resource personal or professional?”
The first question probes for sensegiving on the
part of the organization. The last part of the second question allowed us to identify efforts to seek out
information via social connection, not from sources
provided by the institution. This strategy, when deployed by members of a group, can be described as
fragmented sensemaking [30]. The combination of
these two complementary types of sensemaking allowed us to test for all four potential types of sensemaking in organizations: whether they appear discretely, in combination with each other, whether the
organization actively discourages sensemaking, and
whether the data display no evidence of either type.

3.3

Analysis

Following transcription of the interviews, we performed a data-driven inductive analysis [12, 46] on
the text. For this analysis, the lead researcher conducted an initial and then a focused coding, identifying key indicators of sensegiving from leadership
figures and fragmented sensemaking on the part of
the individual journalists. The researcher then presented these themes to the entire research team,
which agreed as a group on the definitions of evidence

for each theme. These themes formed the basis of a
focused codebook, which was used to identify relevant text segments for analysis. Once identified, two
additional team members independently coded all of
the segments for all interviews. Twelve of the segments produced codes which overlapped in meaning,
and so for those twelve segments a revised codebook
was produced and used to recode those segments.
Evidence for sensegiving from leadership figures included accounts of:
• Organizational recommendations;
• Institutional sources of sense, such as security
experts officially designated by the institution.
Evidence for fragmented sensemaking included:
• Accounts received from colleagues as opposed to
leadership, including individuals or experts not
officially designated by the institution but identified via social ties;
• Accounts received from external, unrelated institutional members.
Inter-rater reliability was calculated using Cohen’s
Kappa. Kappa has a range from 0 - 1.00. Any
value of kappa over 0.75 is considered excellent agreement, with 0.40- 0.75 considered intermediate to good
agreement [20].

Considering the high value of journalists as targets for cyber attack, this is surprising. Out of 21
journalists included in this portion of the study, only
five (23.8%) – fewer than one-quarter – reported that
their institutions engaged in sensegiving (IRR of 0.7).
Some high-level editors and technologists spoke directly to the problem of enacting sensegiving in their
institutions:
The biggest challenge in the newsroom is
that you’re consistently herding cats. Your
basic compliance, getting a herd of journalists to all do something ... is a management challenge, a tough thing to do with the
crowd of people we’re dealing with: they’re
creative, they’re kind of set in their ways.
To get them to change everything would be
an achievement. (E4)
It’s a challenge because reporters like to use
their own stuff, and in terms of our IT folks,
I don’t envy the battle they have. (T5)
For security tools a lot of times it just feels
like an extra layer that people don’t want
to deal with. ... getting everyone on board
is really hard for a large organization. (E2)

Rather than create organizational mandates about
security, newsrooms instead instructed journalists to
4 Results
make their own judgment in conversation with their
sources, based on their their technical options, their
Our research goal is to identify what type of security
specific vulnerabilities, and their workflows.
sensemaking is enacted by a diverse group of workers
bound together in an organization.

4.2
4.1

Sensegiving

We first tested whether or not journalists are exposed
to leadership sensegiving efforts (i.e. any efforts at
shaping, influencing, or guiding how employees and
organizational actors both perceive and behave towards cybersecurity-related situations). We found
that the majority of newsroom leaders do not engage
in sensegiving in matters of computer security.
We observed a pervasive lack of cybersecurity
training sessions, supporting manuals, or any regulatory attempt to control how journalists communicate
with their sources.

Sensemaking

We found that the vacuum of leadership correlated
with highly animated employee activity: a majority
of the respondents (n=18, 66.7%) reported that they
had deliberately identified people they could turn to
for assistance in times of confusion. In our breakdown of this group of “guides,” we found a surprising
split. While eight of our participants noted that their
guide was an institutionally designated individual,
ten respondents (37.0%) reported that their source
of guidance was a social contact or friend – people
whose advice institutional leaders can neither evaluate nor control.

This type of sensemaking can be catalogued as
“fragmented,” in which collaborators simultaneously
make asymmetrical, ad-hoc, individualized attempts
to make sense of a chaotic situation. This individual action pattern has been shown to correlate with
group actions that are uncontrolled, multiple, narrow, and inconsistent [30].
This is a particularly hazardous approach to computer security in a networked organization, as misaligned responses to such attacks like spearphishing
can create dangerous vulnerabilities not just for individuals, but for the while organization.
To protect anonymity, individual journalists’ particular beats were not recorded alongside their responses. Some high-level editors, however, volunteered coverage beat or type as a driving motivator
for the cybersecurity-oriented choices they made for
their teams:
We tend to work on more sensitive stories,
so information security is a primary issue
that we have. (E1)
[Training is] handled kind of on an ad-hoc
basis by different reporters and teams depending on the sensitivity of the kind of stories they’re working on. (E3)
This ad-hoc, beat-dependent attitude towards security has been found to exist among reporters as
well. For example, prior work indicates that lowerlevel journalists sort themselves into vulnerability
categories determined by the perceived sensitivity of
a given beat or story:
If you were on the national security beat
[security technology] would be really useful.
But I write about domestic social problems,
education, crime, poverty. [35]
Such behaviors seem to reflect the type of advice
journalists also provide to one another. For example, a self-described investigative journalist who had
experienced a physical security breach had articulated his type of work, indicating a perceived correlation between his beat as an investigative reporter,
his threat landscape, and the concerns of his peers.
Everyone tells me to be careful. During the
time I was being surveilled, my house was

burgled, and my computer was stolen – just
my computer. So since then Ive been very
careful. ... this is why I encrypt things and
installed an alarm system in my home. (P6)
Though his personal experience of a security breach
appears correlated with subsequent behavior changes
on his part (i.e. the adoption of encryption practices
and an alarm device), it is unclear whether these particular actions were prompted by his own reaction to
the breach, or by the advice he received from colleagues.

5

Conclusion

News organizations offload security decisions to journalists and sources. Because journalists’ professional
authority and economic livelihood depends on creating an efficient and comfortable infrastructure for
information-transfer from sources, they allow their
sources to dictate their security practices:
[The source] probably understand[s] the
threat model theyre under better than I
would. So, it brings up an interesting question: do you go with what theyre comfortable with? Or do you say, alright, actually
let me assess whats going on and get back
to you with what would be appropriate. [...]
Peoples first impression is that they would
go by what the source feels comfortable doing. [33]
This source-based approach to cybersecurity, however, has already been observed to be a poor match
for the actual technical dangers faced by journalistic organizations, while many of the threats faced by
journalists are from spearphishing attacks. These get
inside an organization by targeting anyone in that
organization, regardless of who their sources are or
how sensitive their information is. There is a mismatch, then, between the threat models that journalists glean from sources, and the actual technological environment they inhabit. In our related work,
we found that this pattern persisted across both reporters and editors, despite the fact that editors knew
details around specific security incidents that did not

support a relationship between particular reporter
beats and security risk [33].
In delegating security decisions to journalists,
newsroom foster an environment in which journalists actually act against their own interests. Newsrooms’ information management practices force journalists to create and deploy their own mental models
of cybersecurity, often based on making informationtransfer infrastructures comfortable and efficient for
sources.
Encouraging this type of ad-hoc strategy leads to a
spread of misinformation, perpetuating a balkanized,
confused security landscape. Additional dangerous
results coming out of this lack of unified mandate can
be found in a 2015 Pew Research survey of journalists, which found that 50% of them had not used any
of the eight widely used tools of encryption shown
to them [24]. As we see, this scattered organizational approach to computer security presents hazardous vulnerabilities; misaligned behaviors in this
space can introduce dangers not just to individuals,
but to the whole organization.

6

Discussion

Our findings parallel prior research showing that social learning heavily influences security-related decisions [11], and that the security recommendations
that people hear from friends have notable impact
on their security beliefs and behavior [42]. A 2010
survey of 333 American citizens showed that informal discussions about security awareness with work
colleagues, in particular, was preferred as a source
of learning, even over formal at-work training [45].
From these studies, we wonder whether the interaction of social sensemaking and the work environment
may be a key site for gaining security awareness.
In a larger research agenda, we are interested in
building on this and other studies examining the human factors of cybersecurity, especially in networked
organizations engaging in so-called “future of work”
practices. Specifically 1) remote or distributed work
models, including freelance, gig, and 1099 labor, and
3) the use of cloud computing.
At the Global Leadership summit held in Lon-

don in 2014, 34% of business leaders surveyed said
more than half of their company’s full-time workforce
would work remotely by 2020 [48]. As of 2017, 43% of
working Americans spend some at least some portion
of their time working remotely - an all-time high [10].
When we consider the influential role played by social sensemaking, both in our research and in the literature, it seems worth investigating whether remote
or contract workers’ lower rate of exposure to social
processes, i.e. lack of proximity to sites of shared
learning [18], impacts their behaviors. How will the
loss of social influence, which is shown to be significant in the transmission of security sensemaking, operate in disconnected work environments? Even in
the event that formal training is provided to all workers regardless of their status, freelance workers may
be less inclined to access cybersecurity training. We
found early evidence for this in our own interviews.
One of our participants mentioned this vulnerability
specifically:
Many of our writers are not staff. They’re
contract/freelance - both contract and freelance. We have some contractors who have
regular spots - you know, they write one column a week, but they’re not employees and
they never come into either of our offices.
They would be invited to participate [in a
training session, but], they likely would not.
(T3)
How would such a condition, where remote/contract workers don’t access cybersecurity
training, impact communities who rely on gig
platforms for work opportunities? Future research
is needed to examine how work environments and
social sensemaking interact to influence security
awareness. Our research agenda includes surveying
the greater public to assess where their most salient
security lessons have originated, and the role played
by at-work sensemaking practices. We also plan to
conduct interviews with contingent workers across
industries. Will cybersecurity knowledge become a
luxury good, reserved for the few who still engage
with their organizations via traditional employment
contracts?
Also of interest to us are the challenges presented

by the growing prevalence of third-party vendor tools,
cloud computing, and Software-as-a-Service products. The introduction of remote servers, devices,
and even legislative contexts (if a server is based
across state boundaries) introduces novel security
vulnerabilities into a networked ecosystem. Further,
more services becoming off-loaded to “the cloud” may
present a hurdle to sensemaking. Users have been
observed building mental models of information systems to make decisions about their cybersecurity behaviors, and such systems may become more difficult
to fully understand as they become more dispersed.
For example, many of our participants expressed concern about storing sensitive information on collaborative work platforms like Google Docs, indicating
an awareness that putting data on remote servers
may make it vulnerable to hacks or subpoenas on the
host firm. However, one participant, just minutes after expressing such awareness, voiced a wish for better Google transcription services, seemingly unaware
that using such services also copies that data onto
Google’s servers. Future research on our agenda addresses the use of such third-party services in newsrooms.
One industry of particular interest is the financial
services sector. Client data protection mandates set
by the Securities and Exchange Commission’s 2015
Cybersecurity Examination Initiative subjects firms
to liability if they fail to take steps to prevent cyberattacks [43]. The Office of Compliance Inspections
and Examinations has specifically referenced vulnerabilities presented by vendor software: ”Some of the
largest data breaches over the last few years may have
resulted from the hacking of third party vendor platforms” [2].
In this paper, our data-driven contribution is twofold: first, we have identified the type of sensemaking that journalists, a type of diverse organizational
group who are “creative and set in their ways” performs. Second, we have described what structural
elements of these organizations contribute to these
security practices.
In terms of actionable recommendation, and the
observed salience of shared learning and storytelling,
organizations could benefit from leveraging more
“organic” social sensemaking activities. Employees

could be encouraged to share stories of hacks or data
breaches they have experienced. Managers could collect news stories of data breaches that similar firms
have experienced and share them with their employees. If a firm experiences a breach or attack, implementing a mandate of follow-up community discussion could function as a type of postmortem exercise,
similar to those undertaken in the medical field after
the death of a patient [50].
Alternatively, organizations could tailor their
training to better reflect the threat landscapes faced.
Because newsworkers are subject to spearsphishing, for example, workplaces could implement ”test”
emails to gauge the savvy of their workers. A curious
click on an unsecure link could trigger a warning and
a reminder. We plan to validate these recommendations through future studies.
In a larger, theory-driven contribution, we argue
that we need to understand sensemaking in news
organizations for two reasons: first, to better protect journalists and their sources in a fraught environments, and second, to better theorize how organizations across industries manage cybersecurity.
As many organizations grow their data depositories,
from social-media platforms to finance to healthcare,
the way these companies instruct their employees to
handle our data has critical implications for broader
economic, social, and legal discussions.
As one editor in our study put it:
[Security training is] not part of the onboarding - it’s cultural communication.
(T3)
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